Abstract. This paper presents a theoretical study of stellar coronagraphy with apodized entrance apertures. The study is restricted to a perfect telescope operating in space, and a monochromatic on-axis unresolved star. It is shown that linear prolate functions are the optimal apodizers for rectangular apertures in stellar coronagraphy. With the phase mask technique (Roddier & Roddier 1997), prolate functions can produce a total extinction of the star light. For Lyot's coronagraphy, the extinction is not complete, but prolate apodizations lead to an optimal star residual intensity with surprising interesting properties: the residual star light and the planet enjoy the same apodized intensity pattern (but different dynamic) with the optimal light concentration. With this technique, very high rejection rates can be obtained for Lyot's coronagraphy, with smaller mask sizes.
Introduction
Coronagraphy was first invented by Lyot (1930 Lyot ( , 1939 for solar corona observations without eclipses. The interest in Stellar Coronagraphy arose later, for the study of the vicinity of stars (Bonneau et al. 1975; Smith & Terrile 1984; Malbet 1996; Beuzit et al. 1997; Mouillet et al. 1997) . Nowadays, coronagraphy is mainly studied for the direct detection of exoplanets, which is principally limited by the intensity ratio between the star and the planet, roughly of 10 6 in the infrared, and up to 10 9 in the visible. The aim of stellar coronagraphy is to remove, as best is possible, the star diffracted light at the position of the planet and several variants of the technique have been studied up to now (Gay & Rabbia 1996; Roddier & Roddier 1997; Baudoz et al. 2000a,b; Rouan et al. 2000; Abe et al. 2001) .
It has been recently demonstrated (Abe et al. 2002 ) that the four quadrant coronagraph can perform a total extinction of a monochromatic unresolved on-axis star, for a perfect circular aperture operated in space. We show in this paper that a total extinction can similarly be obtained for Phase Mask coronagraphy, using an entrance apodized aperture.
Lyot's stellar coronagraphy consists of setting a small opaque mask at the center of the star image. The diffracSend offprint requests to: C. Aime tion pattern of this mask appears in negative amplitude on an image of the entrance pupil. There, a diaphragm (Lyot's stop) is set to remove of the light diffracted outside the telescope aperture image. Inside this diaphragm, direct and diffracted light interfere destructively. This technique was improved by Roddier & Roddier (1997) , replacing the opaque mask by a π phase mask. The efficiency of the destructive interference is about twice as good as for the classical Lyot technique, but the technique is more difficult to implement. For the two techniques (Lyot and Roddier) , most of the residual light appears at the edges of the exit pupil, and the extinction is not total, even for a perfect instrument. A well-known empirical solution is to use a Lyot's stop smaller than the pupil.
This pupil reduction can be avoided by the use of an apodized entrance pupil, as proposed independently by Guyon & Roddier (2000) and Baudoz (1999) . Guyon & Roddier (2000) shown numerically that a reduction factor of up to 10 7 could be obtained with a circular aperture. We recently described similar reduction factors by means of interferometric apodizations for rectangular apertures (Aime et al. 2001a) .
In the present paper, we further analyse in depth some theoretical aspects of the association of an entrance apodized aperture with a coronagraph for rectangular apertures (a future paper is in preparation for circular apertures). The analysis, which is fully analytic, is re-stricted to the case of a perfect instrument operated in space, for an on-axis unresolved star. The phase mask is assumed to give a perfect π phase shift and the analysis is monochromatic. We show that the optimal theoretical apodizations for coronagraphy (Lyot and Roddier) are given by the linear prolate spheroidal set of functions. A total extinction of the star can be obtained for the Phase Mask. For Lyot's coronagraphy, the theoretical extinction is not total but the prolate apodization provides the optimal star residual light in terms of light concentration.
The paper is organized as follows: Sec.2 gives the general formalism for Lyot's and Roddier & Roddier's coronagraphy with entrance pupil apodization. In Sec.3, for these techniques we analyse the possible prolate solutions of the coronagraphic equation for rectangular apertures. In Sec.4, we give an alternative presentation of the particular interest of prolate functions for coronagraphy. A conclusion and discussions are given in Sec.5. A few mathematical properties of the prolate functions are summarized in Appendix A. In Appendix B, we compare by numerical simulations the exact prolate solutions to the cosine and cosine squared apodizations we proposed in a recent paper (Aime et al. 2001a ).
General equation for coronagraphy with entrance pupil apodization
In this section, we give the general formalism to describe a coronagraphic experiment with an apodized aperture. Following the presentation of Roddier & Roddier (1997) , the technique involves four successive planes, denoted A (telescope pupil), B (telescope focus, coronagraphic mask), C (relay pupil plane, Lyot's stop) and D (final focus plane).
The complex amplitude at the entrance apodized pupil is proportional to:
where P(x, y) is a function of transmission 1 inside the telescope aperture and 0 outside and Φ(x, y) denotes the real, positive apodization function, with Φ(x, y) ≤ 1. The wave propagation from the aperture (plane A) to the focal plane (plane B) writes as a scaled Fourier Transform (FT) and we assume that the optical layout is properly designed to eliminate the quadratic phase terms associated with the propagation of the waves (Goodman 1996) . In plane B, the coronagraphic mask is applied. Following the notations of Aime et al. (2001b) , we have:
where the symbol denotes the FT, λ the wavelength, and f the telescope focal length. M(x, y) is a function equal to 1 inside the coronagraphic mask and 0 outside that describes the mask shape. We do not consider in this paper other mask functions for which the mask transmission itself is also apodized (Watson et al. 1991) .
The parameter ε plays a fundamental role in coronagraphy; it has only two relevant values: ε = 1 for an opaque mask (Lyot's coronagraphy) and ε = 2 for a Phase Mask (PM) (Roddier and Roddier's coronagraphy) . Other values of ε might be considered but with less efficiency. Values of ε lower than 1 would correspond to a partially transparent mask without phase shift (lower efficiency than Lyot's mask), values 1 < ε < 2 to a partially absorbing π phase mask (lower efficiency than PM). Values of ε greater than 2 might also be obtained considering a π phase mask surrounded by a partially absorbing screen, therefore reducing the light level of the planet. So, in what follows, ε only takes the values 1 and 2.
An optical system is then used to obtain an image of the telescope aperture in plane C. Here also, the complex amplitude of the wave is written using a scaled FT of Eq.2. For simplicity, we assume that the focal lengths of the successive optical systems are identical (if not, an appropriate change of variables leads to a similar result). Finally, a diaphragm (Lyot's stop), exactly equal to the entrance pupil shape P(−x, −y), is set in plane C:
A total coronographic extinction for a monochromatic on-axis point source can be obtained if we have: Ψ C (x, y) = 0 inside the aperture image. Under this condition, the light coming from the star is entirely diffracted outside the aperture in plane C. Replacing Eq.1 in Eq.3, orientating x and y in the direction of −x and −y, and using the property P(x, y) 2 = P(x, y) (for a perfect transparent aperture), the condition Ψ C (x, y) = 0, may be rewritten as:
We can remove the term P(x, y) from the two sides of Eq.4; in that case, we search for the analytic functions Φ(x, y), solutions to the condition of total coronagraphic extinction:
This equation does not admit general solutions for any pupil shape. In this paper, we examine possible solutions, for the particular case of a rectangular aperture. Besides the greater simplicity of the rectangular problem compared to the circular problem, linear apertures provide several advantages (resolution, achromatization) that have already been discussed (Aime et al. 2001b,a) 0x 0x 
Solutions of the general coronagraphic equation for rectangular apertures
We consider a rectangular aperture of length L x and width L y . We assume the apodization function Φ(x, y) to be separable with respect to the variables x and y. The coronagraphic mask M(x, y) must be a rectangle of size m x × m y proportional to the diffraction pattern of the rectangular aperture. At the wavelength λ, m x = α x λf Lx and m y = α y λf Ly , where α x and α y are parameters that express the width of the mask in resolution units. For this rectangular configuration, we have:
where Π(x) = 1 for |x| ≤ 1/2 and 0 otherwise. Substituting the terms of Eq.6 in Eq.5, the convolution product separates into two convolution products for x and y. The condition of total extinction for rectangular apertures becomes:
This integral equation Eq.7 separates into two symmetric requirements, as already described by Frieden (1971) for the study of a confocal laser with square endplates:
where ε = ε x × ε y . For 1/ε x and 1/ε y lower than 1, solutions Φ x (x) and Φ y (y) to these relations exist, i.e. a total extinction of the star is obtained. These functions are proportional to the linear prolate spheroidal functions discovered by . We give a brief presentation of them in Appendix A.
Comparing Eq.8 and Eq.A.2, we see that the terms 1/ε x and 1/ε y must be identified with the eigenvalues Λ n of the prolate functions (positive numbers between 0 and 1). The apodization functions Φ x and Φ y must be identified with the prolate functions Θ n : any prolate function of any order n can be a solution, but we will only be interested in the normalized zero order prolate functions:
Θ0x (0) because it is the only one that is maximum at the origin (maximum transmission at the center of the pupil). This function has already found other interesting application in Optics, as detailed by Frieden in his review paper (Frieden 1971) . The two equations of Eq.8 must be satisfied simultaneously. This means that we can choose any set of eigenvalues Λ 0x , Λ 0y satisfying the relation Λ 0x × Λ 0y = 1/ε. Then, a set of prolate apodizations Φ x (x) and Φ y (y) exists (eigenfunctions), with their corresponding mask sizes. (top) and for the set (B) Λ0x = 0.99, Λ0y = 0.505 (bottom) of Fig.1 . The overall integrated intensity transmission of the apodizers are: 70.6% and 47.4% respectively. Right images : corresponding intensity (non linear scale) in the focal plane where the coronagraphic mask is to be used. In these examples, the apodization effect is mainly visible in the transverse direction. =0.505 0x of eigenvalues satisfying the condition:
Linear Prolate solutions for
An infinite set of solutions exists, in the range 1/2 < Λ 0x < 1 and 1/2 < Λ 0y < 1 (Fig.1, top) . The corresponding mask sizes are easily obtained as the inverse function of the eigenvalue curve, as illustrated in This trivial solution is also the one with the highest transmission of the pupil. This can be shown as follows: let T = T x ×T y be the energy transmission of the apodized rectangular aperture. Using Eq.6, we have:
Using the relation giving the norm (Eq.A.3), we obtain:
and with Eq.A.4:
The functions S 00 depend on the prolateness parameters c x and c y . However, c x and c y are independent of L x and L y . The transmission T is therefore independent of the rectangle proportions L x × L y for a given collecting area. A representation of the transmission as a function of Λ 0x is given in Fig.3 . The highest overall energy transmission of about 70.6% corresponds indeed to the trivial solution Λ 0x = Λ 0y = 0.707. However, other solutions may be of interest. A transmission corresponding to the solutions Λ 0x = 0.505, Λ 0y = 0.99 is drawn in Fig.2 . Note that the theoretical limit (Λ 0x = 0.5, Λ 0y = 1) corresponds to an infinite mask slit of width α x = 0.540. This permits one to reduce the mask size in one direction (and therefore reduces the dead zone in that direction). For a long slit aperture telescope (Touma et al. 1995 (Touma et al. , 1992 Martin et al. 1987) , this is probably very interesting since it allow one to reduce the distance of planet detectability in the slit direction. In our example, α x = 0.547 corresponds to a gain of 35% compared to solution (A).
However, this gain in planet detectability is obtained to the detriment of the transmission for the planet (Fig.3) : in the example of (B), the intensity transmission is only 47% compared to 70.6% for the (A) setting.
It is interesting to represent the corresponding focal plane intensity for these apodized apertures, shown in Fig.2 (right curves) . Note that these figures also represent the PSF for planets situated well outside the coronagraphic mask, so that the extinction for the planet can be neglected.
Residual amplitude for Lyot's coronagraphy
0x 0y 0y 0x 0x 0y
(A): Fig. 4 . For Lyot, the condition Λ0x × Λ0y = 1 cannot be obtained (it would correspond to an infinite mask size). However, approximate solutions exist, choosing eigenvalues close to 1, as illustrated for the 3 configurations (A), (B) and (C) for eigenvalues close to 1. The extinction is not total but the residue is optimal in terms of light concentration.
There is no relevant solution to Eq.7 for Lyot's coronography. Indeed, with ε = 1, the exact solution is given by the condition Λ 0x × Λ 0y = 1 and the unique eigenvalue solutions Λ 0x = Λ 0y = 1 would correspond to an infinite mask size (Fig.4) , i.e. an opaque mask occulting the whole field. However, approximate solutions can be obtained with a finite mask size. In that case, the extinction is only partial: the larger the mask, the lower the residual star light. However, prolate apodizations give surprising interesting results here too. Taking advantage of the rapid saturation of the eigenvalue after α x = 2 (or α y ) (Fig.4) , we can choose a mask size α x (and α y ) corresponding to eigenvalues close to 1. A corresponding prolate apodization exists but it is no longer an exact solution of the coronagraphic equation. The residual pupil plane amplitude Ψ C (x, y) therefore can be written (subtituting Eq.6 in Eq.5):
We express the two convolution products of Eq.13 using Eq.A.2 (and the two corresponding eigenvalues) :
Combining Eq.14 in Eq.13, we obtain the surprising result:
The residual amplitude is itself proportional to the entrance amplitude. Examples of what can be obtained for a square aperture and different values of a square mask are shown in Fig.6 . The integrated energy is simply (1 − Λ 0x Λ 0y ) 2 times the energy transmitted by the apodized aperture (Eq.15). The closer to 1 that the eigenvalues Λ 0x and Λ 0y lie, the better the coronagraphic rejection, but the larger the mask size (Fig.4) and the stronger the apodization (loss of transmission and angular resolution). A trade-off must be chosen between a small mask size and a high coronagraphic effect. Note that the mask size is always smaller than the core of the apodized PSF. This is one of the main differences to classical Lyot's coronagraphy for which the mask extends over several Airy rings (Fig.6) .
The residual integrated energy of the star decreases very rapidly (roughly exponentially) as a function of the mask size. This result may be useful to determine the tradeoff between the star light rejection and the mask size for Lyot's coronagraphy, as illustrated in Fig.6 . Eq.15 shows that the residual amplitude inside the aperture is itself proportional to the entrance prolate apodization. The residual wave amplitude in the exit pupil is therefore apodized, and is simply proportional to the entrance pupil amplitude, to the factor (1 − Λ 0x Λ 0y ): the overall effect of Lyot's coronagraphy is simply to reduce the intensity of the star in the final focal plane, with the same intensity pattern as for the planet. This is a very surprising result: it is generally assumed that most of the residual star light appears at the edges of the pupil for classical Lyot's coronagraphy, without apodization. Moreover, the prolate function is also the optimal apodization in terms of light concentration for the star residual light: it maximizes the integrated intensity within the coronagraphic masks (more comments in Appendix A). We cannot obtain a total star light extinction for Lyot's coronagraphy, but with prolate apodization, the residue is optimum. Using Eq.A.1, we can obtain an analytical expression for the residual amplitude of the star in the final focal plane for Lyot's coronagraphy:
Examples of the residual focal intensity are given in Fig.6 for the 3 configurations, corresponding to rejection rates of 3.6 10 −2 , 4.0 10 −4 , 4.0 10 −6 . Very high rejections can be theoretically obtained with Lyot's coronagraphy and prolate apodization, to the detriment of the transmission and the angular resolution.
4. Alternative presentation of the particular interest of prolate functions for coronagraphy.
In the previous sections, we used the property of linear prolate functions, relative to their invariance to the sine cardinal kernel: we have seen (Eq.8) that the central part of a prolate function convolved by a sine cardinal function is similar to the same (unbounded) prolate function. Now we examine this property in Fourier space. The Fourier Transform (FT) of the central part of a prolate function is similar to the same unbounded prolate function (see Appendix A), and reciprocally. It has been shown that prolate functions are the only functions that enjoy this property Frieden 1971 ). This property is fundamental for coronagraphy, in which several successive FT are involved from the entrance pupil plane to the final observing plane, and where the complex amplitude of the wave is successively bounded by different masks and diaphragms.
Let us first examine the example of Roddier & Roddier's coronagraphy. For simplicity, we present here the one-dimensional case. Fig.7 describes the wave amplitude at the successive planes A,B and C. We assert that the same prolate function appear in all these planes (to a scaling factor).
At the pupil plane A, the telescope transmission, between −L x /2 and L x /2, is proportional to the central part of a prolate function. This function is represented (with a dashed line) outside the telescope aperture. The FT of the aperture transmission (Goodman 1996) gives in the focal plane an amplitude response which is exactly similar to the prolate function of plane A :
In plane B, the π phase mask inverts the complex amplitude over a central part of the wave. In Eq.17, the wave amplitude inside the mask (for −m x /2 ≤ x ≤ m x /2) is simply homothetic to the apodized entrance pupil (shown in grey tint in Fig.7) . If the focal plane is free of any coronagraphic mask (dashed line in plane B), a perfect image of the aperture is obtained in plane C (grey tint, top image in plane C). The amplitude inside the mask gives, by diffraction from plane B to plane C, an amplitude that is the exact negative reproduction (unbounded) of the entrance apodizing function (grey tint, bottom image in plane C). The coherent addition of these two amplitudes (the pupil and the coronagraphic term, i.e. the convolution product of Eq.3) is thus null between −L x /2 and L x /2: the coronagraphy is perfect for an axial monochromatic point source:
Performing a change of variables, we obtain:
A Lyot's stop is necessary to remove the light diffracted outside the telescope aperture. It can be moreover verified that all the energy is rejected outside the aperture.
The same considerations can be made for Lyot's coronagraphy, although the extinction will not be total. The main difference comes from the fact that the Lyot's mask only sets to zero the central part of the wave. With eigenvalues close to 1, we can obtain an approximate solution with interesting properties: the coronagraphic term is proportional to the pupil, by the factor Λ 0x Λ 0y , and the residual amplitude is also proportional to the pupil amplitude, by the factor (1 − Λ 0x Λ 0y ). The response for an on-axis point source is thus identical and reduced in intensity.
Conclusion and discussion
In this paper we have introduced a theoretical formalism for coronagraphy of rectangular apertures with entrance pupil apodization: We have shown that the natural apodization functions for Lyot's coronagraphy and Roddier & Roddier's coronagraphy are the linear prolate spheroidal functions.
We have proven that a total extinction of a monochromatic unresolved on-axis star can be obtained using a rectangular aperture apodized by prolate functions (in x and y) and Roddier & Roddier's phase mask coronagraphy. Several pupil apodizations can give this result: within a range of values, one can define the prolate apodization (and corresponding mask size) to use lengthwise, and the prolate apodization in the other direction is then fixed. The best intensity transmission is obtained when the two apodizations are equal (in terms of normalized dimensions of the rectangle). It might be interesting to increase the resolution in one direction (using a smaller mask size in that direction), with the drawback of a lower resolution in the other direction and a lower overall aperture transmission.
The study we have made is for a monochromatic wave front. R&R's coronagraphy is said to be more sensitive to wavelength effects than other phase shifting techniques, such as the wavelength-independent CIA (Gay & Rabbia 1996; Baudoz et al. 2000a,b) or the less sensitive 4QC technique (Rouan et al. 2000) , or the achromatic PKC (Abe et al. 2001 (Abe et al. , 2002 . To overcome this problem, one can use an achromatization system that produces a magnification of the focal image proportional to 1/λ over the bandpass (Wynne 1979; Roddier et al. 1980) . Then the aperture image must undergo the same procedure (in the reverse sense) for the Lyot stop.
For the original Lyot's technique, with the same technique, only a partial extinction of the star can be obtained, but there also, prolate apodizations give optimal results. Both the star and the planet appear in the final image with the same Point Spread Function (PSF) that is optimal in terms of concentration of light, because of the prolate properties. The overall effect of Lyot's coronagraphy with prolate apodization is then to reduce the magnitude difference between the planet and its parent star. The reduction factor obtained with the prolate apodization is good enough to consider Lyot's technique as a valid challenger of Roddier & Roddier's technique, mainly because of its simplicity and its lower dependence on the deviation from the perfect case: chromatism, star diameter, telescope jitter (Aime et al. 2001a ). The most interesting result with Lyot's coronagraphy and prolate apodization is probably the fact that the residual wavefront on the aperture for the starlight is again a prolate apodized aperture. Then it seems conceivable to undertake a second Lyot's coronagraphy. If this two-step (or even more!) experiment appears to be feasible, then Lyot's coronagraphy with a prolate apodized aperture will permit one to obtain considerable reduction factors for a reasonable mask size. This is an aspect we intend to study in a future work. One of the difficulties in any case will be the realization of the prolate apodizer. These functions are indeed very close to a cosine squared arch, as we show in Appendix B. This transmission can be realized by an interference process (Aime et al. 2001a ). However, cosine apodizations do not enjoy the very interesting properties of prolate functions described above. Fig. 7 . Illustration of the interest of prolate apodizations for coronagraphy. Plane A: telescope aperture apodized using a linear prolate. Plane B: the wave inside the mask for R&R (or occulted by the mask for Lyot) is a scaled image of the entrance pupil. Plane C: the pupil and the coronagraphic term are equal inside the aperture for R&R, and proportional for Lyot. The residual amplitude is null for R&R, and proportional to the entrance pupil amplitude for Lyot. This paper simply intended to present a theoretical and analytical approach for coronagraphy in space using apodized apertures. Several issues have not been tackled in this paper and remain to be studied numerically. In particular, numerical simulations will be needed to evaluate the sensitivity of these formal solutions to the physical parameters: wavelength dependence, wavefront errors, mask positioning errors, angular diameter of the star, etc. It will be also interesting to check if the technique can give valuable results from the ground using an apodized aperture with adaptive optics. The technique has been described for a rectangular aperture: the interest of linear or rectangular apertures for exoplanet direct detection has already been discussed (Aime et al. 2001a,b) : they provide a very favorable configuration to overcome the chromatism limitations, using a X, λ coronographic mode.
However, similar results could be obtained for a full circular aperture (with no central obstruction) substituting the circular prolate function for the linear one (Frieden 1971 ). This will be described in a future work. The use of prolate apodization for diluted apertures is a much more difficult problem for which no theoretical approach seems to exist yet.
As well described by Frieden (1971) , prolate functions, known since Niven (1880), were re-discovered by Splepian in 1959 to find the bandlimited function that is maximally concentrated, in the mean square sense, within a given time interval. As shown in Sec. 4, the transposition to Optics is immediate, identifying the aperture with the bandlimited spectrum, and the focal plane with the time domain. This uses classical properties of Fourier Optics (Goodman 1996) . The mean square consideration for the amplitude means that the prolate apodization maximizes the integrated intensity within a given region of the focal plane, here the coronagraphic mask size. This property may be used for itself if apodization alone was to be considered (Nisenson & Papaliolios 2001) . The first publication on prolate functions in signal processing is by . See also the very comprehensive presentation of Papoulis (1981) .
Prolate functions have found very interesting applications in Optics. The short presentation we give here is drawn from Frieden (1971) . Notations and parameters are modified to fit the present application.
As well emphasized by Frieden (1971) , linear prolate functions are defined by their invariance to a finite Fourier Transform:
Performing a finite Fourier transform on both sides of equation A.1, we have:
(the finite FT of a function is the FT of the truncated function).
For the apodization problem we consider, as in many optical problems, that only the first prolate spheroidal function Θ 0 (x) is of practical interest since it is the only one that is maximum at the origin (Frieden 1971). We easily recognize here a part of the coronagraphic equation for rectangular apertures (Eq.8), with Λ 0x = 1 εx . This integral equation admits as solutions (eigenfunctions) the linear prolate spheroidal functions Θ 0 (x) with eigenvalues Λ 0 .
The prolate functions have an interesting double orthogonality property:
where δ mn is the Kronecker delta. The linear prolate functions can be computed from the angular prolate spheroidal functions which are the solutions to the wave equation propagation in prolate spheroidal coordinates (Flammer 1957; Abramowitz & Stegun 1970; Abbott 1997 ):
(A.4) We used the Mathematica package (Wolfram 1999) to compute the linear prolate functions and the eigenvalues. This package was written and kindly given to us by Falloon (2001) .
Appendix B: Cosine or cosine squared apodizations as approximations of prolate apodizations
In a recent paper (Aime et al. 2001a) , we proposed an interferometric apodization technique which is able to produce apodization, in the shape of a cosine, or any power of a cosine, and studied its application to coronagraphy. Cosine and cosine squared apodizations turned out to be extremely efficient solutions for Lyot's and Phase Mask coronagraphy, provided that a partial central arch was used. The apodization function was of the form: ) is very close to the optimal mask size obtained for cosine apodizations. The relative difference between them is only 8.7 10 −6 for cosine apodization and 7.7 10 −7 for cosine squared apodization. For Lyot's coronagraphy, the comparison is not so easy since no exact prolate solution exists. We have chosen to use in this comparison the approximated prolate solution closest to the optimal cosine or cosine squared (i.e. this imposes a point in Fig. 4) . The results are illustrated in Fig.B.2 . Again, we notice that a much better fit of a prolate is given by the cosine squared. The prolate function corresponding to the cosine squared is associated with a higher eigenvalue Λ 0 = 0.997 than the prolate corresponding to the cosine (Λ 0 = 0.984) and thus leads to a lower residual energy. (6.67 10 −4 for cosine apodization and 2.95 10 −5 for cosine squared apodization and a square aperture). The overall intensity transmission of the apodizers are respectively : 30% and 22%. 
Pupil energy transmission
Angular resolution (first zero ) of the apodized PSF Normalized residual energy of the star Fig. 5 . Results for Lyot's coronagraphy with increasing accuracy of the approximate solution (increasing eigenvalues, apodization strength and mask size, see also Fig.6 ), as a function of the corresponding mask size. Here, the mask is such that αx = αy. top: Residual energy for the star, normalized to the entrance pupil transmission. center: Illustration of the loss of transmission for the approximate solutions due to the increasing strength of the apodization. bottom: Illustration of the loss of resolution due to the apodization. The full line represents the position of the first zero of the PSF and can be compared to the half width of the mask (dotted line).
